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Introduction 
 

As part of our application for Lottery Funding, we included an educational 
plan which focussed on working with local schools. This involved supporting 
them with their work on Prehistory (now part of the Primary History 
Curriculum) as well as teaching them some of the skills of being an 
archaeologist. 

We built up a network of eight local Primary schools. They were: - 

Burnt Yates CE Primary 

Dacre Braithwaite CE Primary 

Fountains CE Primary  

Fountains Earth CE Primary 

Glasshouses Community Primary 

Grewelthorpe CE Primary 

Ripley CE Primary 

St. Cuthbert’s CE (Pateley Bridge) Primary 

We spent at least one day in each school. Some of our work was in the 
classroom whilst other work was outside, excavating part of the school’s 
grounds. Further support included helping to organise Museum Days (with a 
prehistoric theme) and ‘field’ trips where some of the older children were 
able to investigate prehistoric sites in Nidderdale. Children, staff and parents 
were also invited to some of our ‘Big Digs’ which were excavations in 
Nidderdale that lasted for a week. 

We are very grateful to the staff, parents and children of the above schools 
who made us very welcome and gave us such positive feedback. Many 
thanks, also, to the landowners on whose property we visited for our out of 
school trips. 

What follows is, we hope, a blueprint that any archaeological group or 
Primary School could use for delivering part of the National Curriculum and 
enriching the experiences of Primary Age school children. What was the most 
common quote we came across at school? “I’d love to be an archaeologist!” 

Well, here’s your chance! 

Richard Langley (2015-18) Educational Coordinator for Prehistoric Nidderdale Project 
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Archaeology in the classroom 
We used the same format all the way through school from Reception to Year 6. 
Delivery, language and quantity of work changed but the general structure did 
not.  

Classroom work was built around an informative and ‘pictorial’ PowerPoint. It 
could equally be done in any Interactive Whiteboard (IWB) software such as 
Smartboard Notebook. Please contact us for an example of the PowerPoints we 
used. These were structured as follows: - 

 What do archaeologists do? – basically they hunt for rubbish! 
 First task – sorting bin bags of ‘clean’ rubbish. Idea is to see what each 

group of children can tell about the ‘family’ that threw the rubbish away. 
You will need to collect some rubbish and put into 5 or 6 black bin bags: 
boxes, receipts, packets, envelopes, lids, broken parts of things (no sharp 
edges), written notes (real or made up), magazines. Do not include 
anything that is organic or easily traceable to anyone known at your school 
or group. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Manage the bags so that they represent different types of families and 
people. Try to engineer a variety of interests, healthy lives and ages. Your 
aim is to get the children to look closely at the items of rubbish and make 
assumptions about the people it belonged to. Don’t make it too hard – 
give them as many clues as possible. Let each group feedback to the rest 
of the class giving reasons for their assumptions. 
 

 Explain technique of Field walking. This can happen after a field has been 
ploughed and harrowed ready for seeding. This can be a simple way of 
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locating artefacts brought up to the surface by this process and will 
provide a surface that people can walk on easily. It can also be when 
archaeologists walk over land looking for and recording landscape features 
which might help them decide where to focus their work. Lumps and 
bumps in fields are always worth investigating! 

 Explain the use of Finds’ Maps. These are maps (or diagrams) which show 
where finds have been found in a location. For more information visit 
http://www.archaeological-surveys.co.uk/fieldwalking-2/index.html  

 Artefacts and how we interpret them. What are artefacts? What are we 
looking for when we find one? Discuss the materials it is made from 
(metal, ceramic, glass, brick, plastic, stone, bone, wood etc.). What might 
it be used for? What does it tell us about the people who owned it? Why is 
it in the ground? Have a series of pictures of different artefacts and let the 
children practise before the second task. 

 Second task - sorting artefacts. Start by collecting some ‘found’ objects; a 
root about in your own gardens can be a good start! Aim to have 5 or 6 
plastic containers with a similar variety and spread of artefacts in. They 
should be of different materials and ages if possible. The greater the 
variety, the more fun and value there will be in the children’s sorting 
activity. 

Get each group to report 
back on what they think they 
have found. Ask them how 
they sorted the artefacts. 
You should find that they go 
for materials. Are any 
artefacts they found hard to 
sort? If so, why?  
The children generally look 
after things they have been 
given but remind them that 

they are to be used again and must put all the artefacts back in the 
container at the end of the activity. 

 Digging trenches. Why do archaeologists dig trenches? Digging destroys 
archaeology! Sometimes, though, by digging a small area we can find out a 
great deal about what was going on in the past. Lots of thought is put into 
when, if or where to dig. 

 How do archaeologists excavate the ground? You should include 
information about the measurement and siting of trenches. This 
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information is always recorded so that people in the future can go back to 
the very spot where the trench was dug if they need to. Discuss the tools 
used (e.g. spade, trowel, small and large shovels, buckets, brushes, 
mattock, poles, rulers, pegs, string, kneelers and gloves). Show them 
pictures of excavated trenches. What can they see? You could include a 
picture of a JCB/360 machine being used. Commercial archaeologists often 
excavate large areas (hundreds of square metres) so may need a machine 
to help them get started. 

 Reading the landscape. What does this mean? Discuss lumps and bumps 
in fields, crop marks (lots of photos on the Internet) and maps. What is a 
crop mark and how is it made? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

filled-in ditch 
 

 

 

 

      buried stonework 

 

 Geophysics. Discuss how some archaeologists see into the ground using 
special machines e.g. radar, resistivity and magnetometry. Obtain pictures 
of geophysics readings – ask children what they think they show is under 
the ground. 

 Sieving the soil. Why do archaeologists sieve the soil they dig? 
 Using metal detectors. Discuss the good and bad uses of these machines. 

Try to borrow one for the children to have a go. Discuss how they work. 
 Other slides could discuss sampling soils for plant remains, carbon-dating 

to get the age of something, investigating bones and remember to show 
them that an archaeologist’s work is often cold, dirty and hard! 
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Digging trenches in school grounds 
 

It is amazing the ease at which you can dig holes in the school playing field! 
However, sensible discussion should always take place before deciding upon 
where to dig. For instance, in one case we were invited to dig some trenches in a 
playing field that had once been an old train station. Brilliant we thought! Until we 
were informed that they were soon to have their sports’ day and we couldn’t dig 
where we wanted to. We still agreed on an interesting area and had a very 
enjoyable and productive excavation. In fairness, it is probably best to choose 
somewhere where there is no likely archaeology under the ground. You will still 
find lots of interesting artefacts in the topsoil, and that’s a promise! 

Do your homework! Make sure that there is likely to be nothing untoward in the 
soil, like old tar or recently broken building materials that could be a safety or 
health hazard. Mark on a map (photocopied or sketched) where you intend to dig 
and provide some simple measurements to locate the trench. Find two 
‘landmarks’ in the school grounds nearby to triangulate the trench position e.g. 
corner of building, fence post, mature tree, manhole cover. 

The size of the trench will ultimately depend upon how many children you intend 
using it at any one time. Most of our trenches were 3 metres by 1 metre, 
occasionally a little longer. Remember, there is a lot of soil to clear and put back in 
just a 3 square-metre trench. You should be able to get 6 to 10 children in one 
trench at a time (dependent, of course, on the age of the children and the size of 
the trench) with a similar amount sieving soil, clearing buckets, metal-detecting 
etc. The children should always work from outside the trench (see photo below). 

It is recommended that there are at least 
two adults per trench, one of whom should 
be a member of staff. Ideally, one of the 
adults should have had some experience of 
archaeological excavations: being able to 
advise the children on digging ‘skills’ as well 
as being ready to answer any questions that 
the children ask about specific 
archaeological techniques. It is also useful 
to have someone on hand who can identify 
likely artefacts and finds found by the 
children during their excavation.  
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Other points to bear in mind: - 

 What do we do with the turf? Try to build a turf wall, alternating the turf so 
that the grass sides meet and the soil sides meet. This keeps the grass 
relatively clean and will look better when replacing the turf at the end of the 
excavation. Four to six courses high should be ideal. It must be stable! 

 Where shall we put the spoil heap? Always use a tarpaulin or plastic 
groundsheet to limit any likely damage and to keep the area as clean and 
tidy as possible. Place the spoil near to the trench so that carrying buckets of 
soil is not an arduous task: between 3 and 5 metres away would be ideal in 
most situations. 

 Watch out for glass! You will find that schools always produce finds in the 
soil being excavated and this will invariably include some glass. Children 
must wear gloves when involved in excavations, even if they are only 
helping on the sidelines. Though some glass has been in the ground for 
many years and could be blunt, there will be some that still have sharp 
edges. Gloves can also protect against other things too – they are essential! 

 Recording your work. Cameras, I-pads, voice recorders are all useful items to 
help record the excavation. Photographs of the children working in the 
trench are important but so are records of their discussions and questions. 
When taking a picture of an artefact, place a ruler next to the item to give a 
sense of scale.  

 Timetabling different classes. Experience suggests that it is best to start with 
the younger children and work up through the school. Generally, as you 
move downwards the digging gets a little harder but the finds often get 
more frequent.  

 Keeping a level. Try hard to get the children to scrape the soil in such a way 
that they do not create holes. Aim to keep the trench as level as possible as 
you go down. This may mean the adults joining in to ensure this happens. 
This is an important lesson when looking for features in the ground. Show 
some pictures of trenches being excavated and how professional 
archaeologists look for stains (different colours) in the soil that could be, for 
example, post-holes, ditches or pits. 

 Finds. Have several finds’ trays (plastic seed trays are good) for the children 
to place in anything they feel is interesting. You can go through the finds 
later with them to sort into groups of materials. It is a good idea, though, to 
get them to start recognising what rock and stone feel like. They can do this 
as they excavate: often becoming proficient before the dig ends. 
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Dealing with your finds 
 

Experience has shown that school grounds are full of artefacts once you start 
digging. This can depend on the age of the school and where you choose to put 
your trench but it is highly likely that you will come away with some finds’ trays 
full of interesting artefacts (and the inevitable stones!). 

It is most likely that you will not need ‘experts’ to help you sort the finds. It is best 
to wash the finds first before attempting to sort and classify. A toothbrush and 
some warm water should suffice. 

1. Get the children to initially sort them into different materials.  
2. Discuss their texture and appearance. Do they think the items have been in 

the ground very long? Sharp items suggest not, whilst blunt rounded ones 
suggest that they are older. Which materials are modern (plastic, resin)? 

3. Discuss the possible function of the finds. Where might they have been 
used? 

4. Is there any writing on them (glass bottles, bricks)? Could they be 
investigated further? 

5. Look for links with the school’s past. For example, slate pencils and marbles 
are often quite common on older school sites. 

6. For finds that are unusual or possibly very old (e.g. flint) it is worth getting in 
an expert. Either a professional archaeologist or someone from a local 
museum who is connected to the Portable Antiquities Scheme (see 
Appendix 3) would be able to help identify most of your finds. 
 

7. Why not get the children to 
organise a ‘Museum Day’, 
where they can show off their 
finds to the local community 
and explain what they found. 
This works well when the 
school has also been learning 
about Prehistoric times and 
invite others to view their class 
work.  
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Field Trips 
 

In order to deepen the children’s knowledge and understanding of the use of 
archaeology to look at our past, an obvious support would be to take them to a 
local community excavation or a site which has recently been excavated and a 
tour round it could be organised.  

How likely is this? Probably more likely than you think. If you know of a local dig or 
a site to visit, that’s fine. In most cases you would probably need help. You could 
contact your County Archaeologist, The Young Archaeologists’ Club, or national 
societies like the BAA or CBA (see Appendix 3). These would have information 
about current excavations. 

Finance will always be an issue for schools when considering ‘out of school’ trips. 
It is possible that some organisations might help with grants towards transport – 
you can only ask! Our own Project included some funding for transporting school 
children to sites, but this is not a common situation. However, there are usually no 
other costs involved so it is only the transport costs that need to be factored in. 

Archaeological groups are adding to the Historic Environment Record (HER) of 
important sites all the time. This is a collection of databases and can be accessed 
by the public with guidance. Obtain advice from someone like the County 
Archaeologist, who could help you with choosing a site to visit, for some sites 
might not be appropriate because of their location and environmental sensitivity. 

The best way to proceed is to contact a professional archaeologist who could help 
you plan your work in school as well as a possible field trip. He or she will also be 
able to advise on health and safety issues too.  

In respect of health and safety 
issues, when planning a field trip 
obtain as much information as 
possible (this may involve a visit to 
the site) before contacting the 
person or organisation who deals 
with your school’s risk 
assessments. Remember, you will 
be responsible for the children 
when visiting sites, so follow your 
school risk assessment procedure 
precisely.  
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Appendix 1: Useful publications 
The following publications were in print at the time this booklet was produced. 

Prehistory: - 

Primary Education Text Books (suitable for reading ages 7+): - 

Changes in Britain from the Stone Age to the Iron Age  

by Claire Throp ISBN 978-1406291117 (Raintree) 

Digging up the past (Usborne Beginners) by Lisa Gillespie ISBN 978-1409514251 

Exploring Life in the Stone Age (Curriculum Visions: Explorers)  

by Dr Brian Knapp ISBN 978-1782780755 

Horrible Histories: Savage Stone Age by Terry Deary  ISBN 978-1407165592 

Life in the Stone Age, Bronze Age and Iron Age 

      by Anita Ganeri ISBN 978-1406285635  

Prehistoric Britain (Usborne) by Alex Frith ISBN 978-1409570233 

Step into the Stone Age by Charlotte Hurdman – ISBN-13: 1844764211 

Stone Age (DK Find Out) ISBN 978-1465457509 

Stone Age to Celts by CGP Study book (Y3/4) ISBN 978-1782941958 

     Activity book (Y3/4) ISBN 978-1782941965 

The History Detective Investigates: Stone Age to Iron Age   

by Clare Hibbert   ISBN-13 978-0750281775 

The Secrets of Stonehenge by Mick Manning ISBN 9781847805201 

The Stone Age (for KS1 readers) by Jerome Martin   ISBN 978-1409586418 

 

Children’s picture and story books: - 

Cave Baby by Julia Donaldson ISBN 978-0330522762 (a woolly mammoth takes a stone-age 
baby on an adventure) 

Mammoth Pie by Jeanne Willis ISBN 978-1842707579 (what happens when hungry 
cavemen hunt a fat mammoth) 

Stig of the Dump by Clive King ISBN 978-0141354859 (classic tale of a modern boy finding a 
stone-age boy living in a dump nearby – reading age 9+) 
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Stone Age Boy by Satoshi Kitamura ISBN 978-1406312195 (fantastic illustrations) 

The Boy with the Bronze Axe by Kathleen Fidler ISBN 978-0863158827 (a story about the 
stone-age village of Skara Brae in the Orkneys) 

The First Drawing by Mordicai Gerstein ISBN 978- 0316204781 (based on a  prehistoric cave 
painting found in France) 

 

Prehistory - Adult reading (background): - 

Britain BC   by Francis Pryor    ISBN0-00-712693-X   

Bronze Age Britain   by Michael Parker Pearson   ISBN-0-7134-8849-2 

 

Articles and Magazines:- 

http://www.historytoday.com/robin-place/primary-prehistory 

Web-based article – short and readable background. 

http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/content/imported-docs/education/hl38traw.pdf 

A useful English Heritage booklet about teaching prehistory in your locality, even though it 
is now a few years old. 

Primary History (Magazine): Issue 66 – Spring 2014:  Stone Age to Iron Age – Overview. 

Free download - www.history.org.uk/file_download.php?ts=1395142815&id=13763 

 

Local Museums (to Nidderdale): - 

Nidderdale Museum, The Old Workhouse, King Street, Pateley Bridge, HG3 5LE 

Yorkshire Museum, Museum Gardens, YO1 7FR 

 

Websites:- 

http://prehistoric-nidderdale.org/ 

This is our own website and is being continually developed and updated. 

http://schoolsprehistory.wordpress.com/ 

This site includes downloadable lesson plans but there is a cost. Other useful information 
on the site is free.  
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Publications (ctd) 
 

Archaeology: - 

Very readable books for adults: - 

Archaeology is rubbish by Tony Robinson and Mick Aston   ISBN 0752215302. 

Visiting the Past by Gillian Hovell   ISBN 9780752448336.  

A Practical handbook of Archaeology: A Beginner’s Guide to Unearthing the Past  

by Christopher Catling  ISBN 978-0857232922. 

 

A student textbook but still readable: - 

Archaeology: An Introduction by Kevin Greene and Tom Moore   ISBN 9780415496391 

 

Books for children on archaeology: - 

Archaeology (DK Eyewitness Book) by Dr Jane McIntosh   ISBN 978-0789458643 

Archaeology for kids by Richard Panchyk   ISBN 9781556523955 (Chicago Review Press). 

Archaeologists dig for clues by Kate Duke   ISBN  978-0064451758 

Archaeology Detectives by Simon Adams   ISBN 978-0199116805 

Awesome Archaeology (The Knowledge) by Nick Arnold   ISBN 978-0439999083 

 

Magazines (adults and young people): - 

British Archaeology   Visit www.archaeologyuk.org; it has excellent articles about, and 
photos from, recent UK excavations as well as discussions on archaeological ‘hot’ topics.  

Current Archaeology   Visit www.archaeology.co.uk; it has excellent articles, lots of photos 
and also a section about current excavations in the UK. It can be bought from the shelf at 
the bigger retailers. 

World Archaeology Visit www.world-archaeology.com for a World view of archaeological 
discoveries. 
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Appendix 2: Classroom Worksheets 
Please feel free to copy or amend in any way that would be useful to you. 
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Task: Investigating Artefacts 
Look carefully at the artefacts in your tray.  

1. Sort them into groups of different materials.  
2. Discuss their possible function. What could they have been used for? 
3. Complete the chart below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Drawing of artefacts Notes about artefacts 
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Appendix 3: Useful contacts 
 

The following contacts include some which our group have not used. This list, therefore, is 
not of recommended organisations but one which it is felt might provide some support to 
schools, depending upon the exact nature of the query.  The make-up of the list attempts to 
address some of these problems but cannot promise a successful outcome to all queries. 
When in doubt – use your web search-engine! Usually works.  

 

National institutions and organisations: - 

www.yac.uk.org   Young Archaeologists’ Club.  It includes a directory of all British Clubs. 

www.britishmuseum.org  Very useful for pictures and artefact information. 

http://thebaa.org The British Archaeological Society 

http://new.archaeology.org  Council for British Archaeology. You can search the regions to 
see what digs and events are being held near you. It also has updates of latest discoveries. 

www.nationaltrust.org.uk/features/educational-group-societies This will take you to the 
education/schools’ membership page. 

www.english-heritage.org.uk/learn/school-visits This will take you to the schools’ page. 

 

Finds’ support: - 

https://finds.org.uk This is the home page of the Portable Antiquities Scheme and gives 
information about artefacts, latest discoveries and has a directory of regions together with 
the locations of their museums.  

http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/ancient/archaeology/faq_01.shtml Some pages that help 
explain what you should do when making archaeological finds. 

www.yorkshiremuseum.org.uk/portable-antiquities-scheme This gives local Yorkshire 
support. 

 

North Yorkshire Archaeology: - 

 www.northyorks.gov.uk/archaeology  Lots of relevant information about current digs, how 
to go about organising one, how to get involved, where to get information etc. 

www.cba-yorkshire.org.uk/home/directory/local-societies This has a list of organisations in 
Yorkshire which are to do with looking at the past. They include archaeological groups. 
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Glossary (Archaeology and Prehistory) 
ACE:    After Common Era (time from 0 onwards) 

AD:    Anno Domini (time from Christ’s supposed birth). 

artefact:   An object made or modified by humans. 

assemblage:   A group of artefacts found together. 

barrow:   A burial mound. 

BCE:    Before Common Era (time from 0 backwards). 

Bronze Age:   The second of the Three Ages (c2500BCE to 800BCE). 

Celts:    People (tribes) who lived in Britain during the Iron Age.  

    Celtic tribes also lived in mainland Europe. 

cemetery:   A place where the remains of the dead are buried. 

context:   Any deposit or structure found during an excavation. 

cut:    A feature that has ‘cut’ into another feature. 

crannog:   A raised settlement (usually found in a lake). 

cremation:   Reduction of a dead body to burnt remains, then burial.  

dendrochronology: Dating by counting and analysing tree rings. 

evidence:   Things that give us information about something. 

feature:   A feature is evidence of human activity that generally consist 

    of artefacts and materials that are part of the natural layer. 

field archaeology:  This includes intrusive and non-intrusive outside archaeology. 

flint:    A hard shiny rock, used to make simple tools and weapons. 

geophysics:   Ground-based sensing techniques used for mapping and  

    imaging what is underground. 

GPR:    Ground-penetrating-radar, a method of geophysics. 

GPS:    Global Positioning System – using satellites to pinpoint any  

    position on the Earth’s surface (can be up to the nearest mm). 

henge monument:  A ritual enclosure with a ditch inside a bank. 

HER:    Historic Environment Record – a record of the known  

    archaeological and historic environment. 
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hoard:   A collection of artefacts buried together. 

horizon:   A distinctive type of sediment found across a large area. 

hunter-gatherers:  People who subsist on wild animals and plants. 

inhumation: Burial of a body within a grave, pit or tomb. 

Iron Age: The third of the Three Ages (c800BCE to AD43 in Britain). 

megaliths: Structures built from very large stones. 

Mesolithic: ‘Middle’ stone age (c12,000BCE to 4,000BCE). 

midden: Deposit of waste material (e.g. domestic and food waste). 

NMR: National Monuments Record – includes a collection of reports, 
plans, aerial surveys, photographs available to the public. 

Neolithic: ‘New’ stone age (c4,000BCE to 2,500BCE). 

Palaeolithic: ‘Old’ stone age (c2.7millionBCE to 12,000BCE). This can be  

 further subdivided and is the earliest period of human history. 

PAS: Portable Antiquities Scheme – a voluntary scheme for the  

 recording of archaeological finds. 

Prehistory: Period undocumented by historical sources. 

primary source: A piece of evidence that is from the period being studied. 

radiocarbon-dating: A scientific laboratory method of working out how old  

 something is. 

rescue archaeology: Excavations done because an archaeologically important site 

 is in imminent danger of destruction (by nature or humans). 

secondary source: A piece of evidence not from the period being studied. 

settlement: A place where people live. They can be permanent or 
temporary. 

taxonomy: Scientific division and classification of animals and plants 

 extended to archaeological objects. 

treasure: The 1996 Treasure Act defines it as any object over 300 years  

 old that is at least 10% gold or silver (coins treated differently). 

 Anything found with ‘the treasure’, also treated as treasure. 

 Inform the coroner within 14 days of discovery. 
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About the Iron Age (Nidderdale) Archaeology Group 

 

Iron-Age (Nidderdale) is a community archaeology group that was formed in December 
2004 to investigate archaeological features in and around the Nidderdale Area of 
Outstanding Natural Beauty (Nidderdale AONB) in North Yorkshire.  

Its original focus was to continue investigating the evidence of historic iron smelting that 
had come to light during a previous project in Dacre. This proved to be very rewarding with 
a wide range of new discoveries including mining, smelting and related activities at Dacre 
and elsewhere in and around Nidderdale. Inevitably, other features were discovered and 
the group expanded its activities and membership. Between 2004 and 2008 the group 
relied on the members' own resources but from 2008 funding was obtained from the 
Heritage Lottery Fund with a consequent expansion of fieldwork and community 
involvement concerning the manufacture of iron in the Dacre area.    

Then, in order to investigate the potential prehistoric features found over the years and to 
better involve local schools the group again successfully applied for a Heritage-Lottery grant 
and we started a new project (Prehistoric Nidderdale Project) in 2015.  

The group also benefited from involvement with the Council for British Archaeology, the 
Yorkshire Archaeology and History Society, the Historical Metallurgical Society and the 
Northern Mine Research Society.  

Nothing could have been achieved without the widespread support and encouragement of 
Nidderdale's farmers and landowners to whom we owe a great debt of gratitude. The 
AONB office in Pateley Bridge has been a great facilitator and we owe the staff there a vote 
of thanks; similarly, with the Heritage Lottery Fund, whose financial and administrative 
support has enabled us to commission the scientific consultancy, analysis and testing which 
has been so important to the success of our projects.  

Jim Brightman is currently (2017) the group’s professional advisor. We are also working 
closely with the Nidderdale AONB office on projects in the area.  

Further information about the group can be accessed via the following web addresses: - 

http://iron-age.org/  

 

https://ironagenidderdale.wordpress.com/ 

 


